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AutoModerator[M] [score hidden] 24 July, 2021 05:35 PM stickied comment
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JamesSkepp • 84 points • 24 July, 2021 06:46 PM

The real reason is this. Straight white males, especially single ones, are hard to rule. They are the most
libertarian demographic, the one most interested in the notion of "human rights", the most independent and
self-organizing demographic, the least dependent on government handouts or corporate propaganda, the
most inclined to go off and build something for themselves without asking anyone's permission.
So I guess there is a question to be asked:
Why is it that the "straight white man" is like this and "not-straight-white-man-or-woman" not like this?
[deleted] • 111 points • 24 July, 2021 07:21 PM*

Because women are naturally inclined to take orders, and they're taking orders from old rich white men who
want to be kings from the ashes of their own demographic
Because women as a sex have no loyalty or obligation towards losers. They're only interested in who wins
this culture war.
If "white males" lose this battle, it simply means they're no longer fit for this world when it comes to
survival. And as far as a woman's preferences go, what else needs to be said?
GayLubeOil • 87 points • 25 July, 2021 04:21 AM

Women only care about control, and they will do anything anyone tells them to do if they think it will get
them control.
Every woman politician treats the people she rules over like children. The only concept of authority a
woman has the capacity to exercise is that of a mother controlling children.
PatternEast7185 • 52 points • 25 July, 2021 05:56 PM

ya women are weird like that. they're attracted to men they can't control and will do everything they
can to lock that man down.. but once they do they lose respect for him and feel anxious again. but if
they can't lock that guy down, they hate that guy too, becuz he wouldn't let her control him.
i can understand why even the Buddha advised his monks to leave women behind lol... he said it
would be better to put your cock in a snake's mouth than to give your seed to a woman. it's hilarious
how Lulu-lemon feminists have co-opted Buddhism as a fashion symbol, when he would have told
them to put their clothes back on and stop being sluts lol.
[deleted] • 10 points • 3 August, 2021 04:12 PM

https://i.imgur.com/fasRcTg.jpg
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PatternEast7185 • 22 points • 3 August, 2021 08:54 PM

hahaha great meme.
The original Buddha was not quite as hardcore on the Women Question as the sages in this
meme, but he understood them enough to disallow them to practice with his male monks. If
women were to practice Buddhism as nuns, they had their own special sets of laws to follow.
But he did say a few spicy things too.
It seems that in all Traditions there is the observation that women have less self-control, less
self-awareness, less honesty, less capability for abstract thinking, and are less capable of
standing as true Sovereigns. Coincidence?
[deleted] • 11 points • 4 August, 2021 04:11 PM

There's a meme somewhere of a woman wearing a low crop top standing infront of a
sworn-to-celibacy monk who has never seen tits before and you can see she takes great
pride in knowing she's essentially ruined his life.
Edit I found it https://i.imgur.com/ZPJTsmF.jpg
This is why I dislike women, they have no respect for men. They act like children, have all
the responsibility of children, yet all the power of adults. In some cases more power than
men, thanks to pozzed courts.
PatternEast7185 • 15 points • 4 August, 2021 05:57 PM

ya 100%.. men can absolutely be evil bastards but it seems like women get off on
cruelty and disruption for its own sake.
i get bitchy about Buddhism in particular becuz my ex and her mom were both selfprofessed Buddhists.. my ex even did a 7-day Vipassana fasting meditation when she
was in India. But that sure as fuck didn't stop her from cheating on me, and her mom
showed zero sympathy for me despite all of the problems that her daughter had caused
me in the fallout. being a "Buddhist" didn't actually mean or imply anything tangible
when it came to actual real life.
so ya i have a personal grudge against female buddhists tbh. it's not fair to condemn
them all but how can i take them seriously when so many women treat it as a fashion
statement.
[deleted] • 7 points • 4 August, 2021 06:34 PM

Because for women it IS a fashion statement.
I go to a local buddhism group and it's about 70% men and 30% women, there's a
few post wall's there who take it seriously but there's also a few young women. The
young ones all have the latest iPhones and jewellry and try to show it off, they also
have buddhist and sacred geometry related tattoo's. They spend the whole class
telling us how Buddhist they are, yet unlike everyone else, they never ask any
questions regarding sitting experiences. One of them even admitted that the once a
week class is the only time she meditates. The rest of us do between an hour and
12 hours a day of seated meditation.
I never tell anyone I'm a buddhist, I don't believe in labels like that as they lead to
duality, instead I just do the practices. I've been doing meditation for 8 years, it is
my primary practice, I regularly dwell in the latter formless jhanas, Buddhism is
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just a good framework for daily life but I don't agree with a lot of it, especially
Karma, in fact I consider reality more of a cross between symbolically interpreted
Christianity + Gnosticism.
Buddhism for a lot of women is a cool virtue signalling label they can apply to
themselves whilst not actually applying to their life. I go for some advice but I
mainly go because it's a great place to observe modern trainwrecks women in a
place where they don't get any special treatment for being women.
Ask these women what the 8 fold path principles are and watch them stutter as they
try to figure them out, having not read the texts, not listened in the classes, not
done the work...
PatternEast7185 • 11 points • 4 August, 2021 06:58 PM

ah.. a man of culture i see..
ya u understand exactly what i'm getting at.
a red-pilled Buddhist!!! Namaste my dude :D
my cousin is like that actually.. she's incredibly "spiritual", to the point of
telling everybody all the time, but she can't help herself when it comes to
earning more money, owning the nicest things, and even being judgmental of
ppl that she thinks are financially beneath her.
it must be a very strange experience to be a woman.
MisterNavit • 6 points • 10 August, 2021 10:20 PM

I am by no means religious. In fact I think religion inspires blind faith and weakness. That
said, I really admire whoever wrote the story with the snake and the apple of eden. The
symbiosis between women and evil is flawless.
PatternEast7185 • 3 points • 11 August, 2021 12:31 AM

ya agree.. and there is the sense in the Adam and Eve story imo that she rly didn't
understand the implications of what she was doing.
MisterNavit • 5 points • 11 August, 2021 12:34 AM

Yeah, she did. They all do. They just don't care, because in their minds they're
never wrong.
PatternEast7185 • 6 points • 11 August, 2021 01:08 AM

it's a crazy thing to realize WHY all advanced societies had to be patriarchal...

[deleted] • 33 points • 25 July, 2021 04:24 AM

Women only care about control, and they will do anything anyone tells them to do if they think it
will get them control.
Makes sense. Considering their low testosterone probably attributes towards their weak will and high
levels of anxiety. They either need to be in charge or have someone leading them around like a
trained dog on a leash, not surprising they are resorting to taking the reins Considering how gay and
milk toast men are today as a demographic
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GayLubeOil • 44 points • 25 July, 2021 04:28 AM

There is the morally right decision and the easy decision. Women will always take the easy
decision, because to use your phrasing they have high levels on anxiety and are easily bullied into
compliance.
Kamala Harris is known as "heals up Harris" in California legal circles because of what she did to
get to the top. This kind of whoring guarantees stability and compliance for those on top. Not to
mention that a blackmailable asset is a controllable asset.
[deleted] • 25 points • 25 July, 2021 04:34 AM

It probably boils down to the fact that humans (and pretty much all animals to an extent) are
conditioned to spend the least amount of calories for the maximum amount of return. So it
only makes sense from a biological perspective that the "path of least resistance" would be the
most obvious one to someone without a clear ability to forward think, which women are
famous for lacking. Women are just big walking incubators after all, so they pretty much do
everything less efficient than a man when it comes to industrious behavior and habits.
Survival was by razor thin margins before the last 200 years. It was tough to survive and so
people needed to be efficient with their habits and lifestyle.
MisterNavit • 4 points • 10 August, 2021 10:28 PM

Kamala Harris is known as "heals up Harris" in California legal circles because of what
she did to get to the top.
I remember when I found this out I spit my coffee from incontrolable, hysterical laughter. I
can't believe Americans allowed a whore, a fucking prostitute, to take control of their country.
Americans really have no self respect. At this point, even China starts looking like a better
prospect.
JamesSkepp • 9 points • 24 July, 2021 07:44 PM

Because women are naturally inclined to take orders, and they're taking orders from old rich white
men who want to be kings from the ashes of their own demographic
Perhaps that's one of the reasons, however that's not really the answer I'm looking for.
I want to try to find a common denominator in the second group, regardless of gender, assuming one
exists as an underlying cause not merely as unrelated coincidence.
[deleted] • 20 points • 24 July, 2021 08:44 PM*

Ah okay. I believe a good start to answering your question is the fact that "white women" as a culture
are basically mentally ill due to their virtually unlimited access to resources coupled with their ability
to infiltrate political mechanisms that heavily dictates culture. America was predominately
homogeneous as far as race goes and extreme wealth is built over generations. I imagine we'd run into
the same problem regardless of race whether it be Indian or black women etc. "White women" just
got here first and humans as a species like to categorize themselves off of easily identifiable traits,
just so happens its skin color that's simplest.
The breakdown of marriage also has a disproportionate effect on the fact that "white" women who are
already "privileged" have the most freetime and resources to focus on their default quest of making
things "more equitable" because they cannot compete against men who get more, generally speaking.
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Also add in the fact that women as a demographic are largely not held accountable for their actions
and are largely unable to be reasoned with without proper training, well, there's just a lot in the
pudding.
Because women are not held accountable for their actions, they're basically overgrown, spoiled
children. And we already know that children are born selfish for survival purposes.
I feel like it's a problem that will solve itself so I don't worry too much about the outcome either way.
Whoever wins the battle, I plan on being on the winning side regardless.
ItsDantesWorld • 9 points • 24 July, 2021 09:35 PM

If the winning side requires you to be rendered infertile, and you side with them, how did you
win?
[deleted] • 14 points • 24 July, 2021 09:46 PM

Well, when I'm talking about winners and losers, I'm not talking about the sides that are
currently fighting. When Rome fell, it was the peasants who won, and the rest of the ruling
class that lost.
The winners will be those with autonomy. Those who built up their own life and didn't
overextend themselves while depending on others.
The losers will be those who gave up their autonomy. Those who became ideological
possessed and who surrendered their agency to "save the world." Remember, both sides have
painted themselves as heroes trying to save the world.
ItsDantesWorld • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 09:47 PM

The peasants won and the entire civilization was lost. Sounds like a historical L to me.
Same here. If the side that wins demands your castration, not sure how that could qualify
as a win.
[deleted] • 4 points • 24 July, 2021 10:05 PM

They're already demanding our castration, AFTSOV. Believe me, the "tradcon" side
doesn't have any better of intentions for you than the Marxist feminist side.
ItsDantesWorld • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 10:07 PM

I dont think the Trads want to castrate men. But if both sides do, then it really is
Lose-lose
JamesSkepp • 8 points • 24 July, 2021 11:07 PM

If we only focus on me m-f part of the discussion for a moment, tradcon shares
50% of guilt for current treatment of man with rampant feminism.
First of all, tracdon has very stron BP underlying tones. You must marry. No
premartial sex. Do it for the children. Happy wife happy life. Buy a house,
plant the flag, mow the lawn.
Secondly by inisting on "opressing" women (which in fact boiled down to
keeping them confined to what tradcon considered womans role or job) despite
women gaining same civil status as men it led to frustration (visible
discrepancy between what is and what ought to be and the inability to change
it) which has tendency to build up and explode/esacalte as reaction to the
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buildup, which it did - from sufraggetes demanding pretty mild things into
modern feminism in late 50s' demaning free love into "kill all men" few years
ago.
Tradcon is not a solution, tradcon is a cause.
[deleted] • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 10:08 PM

Why would they castrate their best and most productive livestock? Those taxes
won't pay themselves.
redpillschool • 1 point • 28 July, 2021 03:22 PM

They just want to saddle men with a bad deal.

JamesSkepp • 4 points • 24 July, 2021 09:00 PM

You're not wrong about women, however what does your argument have in common with black
men or LGBT, two most notable subgroups of "non straight white males"?
[deleted] • 18 points • 24 July, 2021 09:15 PM*

It's hard for me to say with any certainty, except that blacks as a demographic probably have a
weak culture and are a minority by numbers (clearly), so they will suffer more due to
circumstances but not because they lack opportunity. They simply don't have the IQ as a
collective group which leads them unable to make the right moves to seize the opportunities.
Basically, blacks aren't as "domesticated" as whites.
As far as LGBTQetc, my theory is they suffer from mental illness from poor diet and
environment. Its hard to say, but Basically they're genetic drift that would normally be weeded
out in harsher times due to circumstances, but because "rising tide raises all ships" they not
only get to survive, but in some cases prosper. I imagine back in the day before agriculture,
not many hunter gatherers concerned themselves with their own pronouns and gender identity.
In either case, blacks and lgtq probably don't support the "feminist" causes nearly as much as
is made out. I'd venture to say not even a simple majority even.
I guess the most common denominating factor is that taking from others is always
simpler than trading for it. The path of least resistance for these groups is to simply
lower the bar rather than trying to rise up to the challenge. That challenge being life.
Humans have been enslaving other humans in New and creative ways since forever.
noTourist64 • 5 points • 25 July, 2021 09:45 PM

Basically, blacks aren't as "domesticated" as whites.
Wrong way around. Domestication is erasure of identity. Blacks are the ones that most
identify with their racial group. They are fully aware of the fact that they belong to it and
they work towards furthering their own racial interests -i.e., territorial domination, being
exempt form the law-.
I guess the most common denominating factor is that taking from others is always
simpler than trading for it. The path of least resistance for these groups is to simply
lower the bar rather than trying to rise up to the challenge. That challenge being life.
Humans have been enslaving other humans in New and creative ways since forever.
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This, however, is true. It's easier for minorities to gain power through state-sponsored
apologetics. And the state itself is not anti-white or anti-male per se -that is, the people
actually engaging in international business, not the NPCs-, but anti-identity. White men
are simply the only ones that dare stand against it.
ItsDantesWorld2 points 28 July, 2021 05:12 AM [recovered]

90% of black people I know have no idea who they are or where they are from. They
identify with being loud, ghetto, and "black." With no cultural identity beyond that.
HotConclusion0 • 0 points • 25 July, 2021 11:07 PM

Sure. We could all see the world class IQ on display when a bunch of angry white cry
baby sore losers stormed the capitol after their big baby orangutan for a leader cried after
getting pummeled at the ballots. The place was just filled with geniuses on that day.
[deleted] • 13 points • 25 July, 2021 11:09 PM

You got a point? Don't forgot to double mask after your 3rd shot for a cold virus on the
way out.
BreakfastEquivalent93 points 26 July, 2021 05:14 PM [recovered]

And blacks/liberals had been burning down entire cities for all 4 years of Trump's
presidency. What's your point?
HotConclusion0 • 8 points • 27 July, 2021 06:39 AM*

The point is that dumb racists with low IQ shouldn't think they're smarter than
other people who don't look like them, but it's clear that point went over both your
collective dead brain on display. There are both dumb whites and blacks with low
IQ, and i put both of you in the same category of dumb whites or whatever it is that
you are. Assuming you know anything about where i stand with vaccines and
masks only further proves my point.
[deleted] • 2 points • 27 July, 2021 06:52 AM

The irony is dripping from your post. The air left my nose quickly and I kinda
chuckled seeing your reply.
lala_xyyz • 1 point • 14 August, 2021 09:34 AM

The point is that dumb racists with low IQ
what does being a racist have anything to do with low IQ? I know extremely
intelligent racists, as well as extremely dumb "anti-racists" (I've put quotation
marks because they are actually racists but too dumb to recognize it, since they
endorse equality of outcome, affirmative action and similar discriminatory
practices).

StarWarsJunkie1 • 2 points • 24 July, 2021 08:52 PM

its going to resolve in a way that does area effect damage. Whomever wins the battle, you lose.
[deleted] • 9 points • 24 July, 2021 08:57 PM
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I do not care, and you shouldn't either. Carve out and secure your own existence rather than
dooming it up chicken little style. You were losing in the old world, and you'll lose in the new
world too. The only thing that can change that is your individual quest to succeed.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 7 points • 24 July, 2021 09:01 PM*

I disagree but I'm already setup in 3 other countries beyond my own and I haven't stopped
winning yet. Your individual quest to succeed is highly dependent on your ability to exist
in a conducive society. I lost in the old world and made massive gains in the new one.
Why would I be writing this at all if I hadn't? I would take your point of view and tell
everyone to stay home in a bunker with a home gym and just wait it out. Then I would tell
everyone that it doesn't matter if you get married or not because life is all about you. But I
don't because that is bullshit and every red pill can contribute 10x the amount in a place
where people appreciate them and give them resources and want them to join the family.
My purpose here is to continue to build my network, I won't get the majority but the few I
do get will be worth it in the end, its the same on every forum.
You either acknowledge that the western world is falling apart or you pretend that you can
hedonistically live a singleton forever. Spoiler alert, you can't. If you watched what
happened to the PUAs during the 2000's you'll know 'they' will enact laws against you,
eventually you'll be a prisoner in your own home.... an incel... a redpill.
This is not chicken little and if you leave the bubble you'll see it for yourself.
JamesSkepp • 8 points • 24 July, 2021 10:42 PM

1. You're making a mistake in your general approach. You think that you are
"moving from West to a non-cucked country", while in fact what you're doing is
ceding territorry in hope of trading space for time.
2. That's not going to work on the large scale b/c 99,999% people are not going to
move to shithole countries or become nomad capitalists, thus your individual
move is not going to make that country stronger or more resilient to negative
change.
3. Another reason is that the ideology (not only ideology, but let's call it that for
the sake of simplicity) you're fleeing is, for the most part, not bottom up but top
down. It means it's being installed regardless of the wishes or political
alignment of the population. Just look at the US, despite all the doom and
gloom, majority of the people, even the non-radical Dems don't want it. Proof of
this is top down cancel culture, censorship and propaganda - you don't need all
that if you're winning the popularity contest.
4. So while you want to go were your're treated best(TM), you're actually allowing
the other side to take the territory unopposed thus making it grow stronger at no
cost. This in effect is expediting the timeframe for the ideology to move to take
over another country, and the list of countries grows shorter, not longer.
5. IOW you cede teritorry but don't gain the time, on the contrary you're speeding
up your demise.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 11:38 PM
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I hate to break it to you man but from my perspective, the USA, IS a shithole
country. I'm not american btw.
And the other side already has the territory. Hey man if you want to stay here in
the insane asylum, no one is stopping you. I don't intend to wait around for the
crazies to come knocking though.
JamesSkepp • 1 point • 24 July, 2021 11:59 PM

So basically your plan boils down to running away from conflict and waiting it
out or waiting for others to do the job for you. Man worth following.
[deleted] • 4 points • 24 July, 2021 09:21 PM

Alright. I really don't know what your point is. Its up to each individual to create their
own goals, and develop their own skills using tools they've learned here to make their
dreams into a reality.
The journey is more important than the destination. Imagine emotionally masturbating
about a culture war that you didn't start, for a potential world that doesn't care about
you, for a past world that also didn't care about you.
Their goal is simple: to control you.
The way you win is by... not letting them control you. Its that simple.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 09:23 PM

For a future world that will. My point escapes you because my network are my
tools and the 3rd world is my tapestry. The better the tools the more beautiful the
gallery.
[deleted] • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 09:30 PM

That future world that you're day dreaming about will never happen unless you
work for it so my point still stands... i get where you're coming from but let me
tell you, its kind of a dead end. You would be more productive for yourself by
moving beyond the "changing/saving the world" mindset.
Any time or effort you spend trying to save or change the world is better spend
on improving your own position and saving yourself. Nobody is talking about
bunkers either.
The problems you're concerned with is a problem that doesn't really exist. Laws
don't kill people or take liberty away, people do.
And people can be shot.

AllocNeighley • 5 points • 25 July, 2021 02:23 PM

Sounds too complicated to me.
Women will happily follow a strong leader. Where no such leader exist they will fill the position
temporarily
redpillschool • 3 points • 28 July, 2021 03:22 PM

Culture is somewhat of a coincidence, when you consider that skin color is often tied to culture as a
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byproduct of segregated people, not a cause of.
ItsDantesWorld • 6 points • 24 July, 2021 08:21 PM

Id argue that the common denominator is that the "non-white " people were conquered by whites,
therefore were bred into obedience.
I imagine They're still obeying white people, the old politicians, cus that's what their genetically
predisposed to associate with power.
Protocol_Apollo • 11 points • 24 July, 2021 08:35 PM

Not quite. Whites got fucked over too by other cultures/tribes.
The word slave is derived from Slav where Muslims enslaved white people (Eastern Europe).
BlackendLight • 8 points • 24 July, 2021 09:09 PM

people always forget the muslim barbary states and ottoman empire and how they would raid
the mediterranean for white slaves
edit: also the christian slave soldiers aka janissaries
Detail_Mission • 2 points • 13 August, 2021 01:34 AM

People were also never taught that a small group of Jews changed their names to Russian
names to implement communism in Russia which led to 100+ million white christians
dying. This was a legitimate holocaust that has never been recognized.
SirFrancisDrake2020 • 2 points • 20 August, 2021 03:31 PM

They also raided Eastern Europe and the Caucasus too. I read they took well over 3
million slaves from around the black sea alone.
DraganSlayer93 • 6 points • 24 July, 2021 09:24 PM

Idk where you read that bullshit, but Slav does not come from the word slave. Slav comes
from the word "slava", meaning glory.
Protocol_Apollo • 5 points • 25 July, 2021 07:07 AM

Vice versa.
I’m saying slave is derived/comes from Slav.
AllocNeighley • 1 point • 25 July, 2021 03:34 PM

The neighboring European people to old ottomans?
PS2Errol • 1 point • 21 August, 2021 11:55 AM

Statistically, whites are the number one enslaved class throughout human history.
RedPill115 • 1 point • 8 August, 2021 06:52 PM*

There's something to this. The black people in the US are the descendents of several generations
of slaves. There's a comedy skit about black slaves at auction telling themselves about how they're
going to take down their master or escape. No one buys them.
And that's without getting into the selection process for whom ends up a slave in the first place.
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They said you can't talk about this for morals reason. Well ok. But now they're using your
morality to beat you with and rewarding people who don't have your morality.
ItsDantesWorld • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 08:19 PM

Women can be fanatical in support of their men.
One problem is American women, or white women, don't support their men.
What is considered white? Are Iberians considered white because they're European? What about the
italians or other Latin descendents?
Or is white strictly anglos and Scandinavians?
ShadowKnight324 • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 11:29 PM

Often when one (one with power) wishes to polarizes a people they find a way to strictly classify it's
population or populations in general even if some don't share exact traits an will demonize one or
more of this classes of people just to distract the predominant class of it's country from actual
problems and or the constant hornding of power of those in charge.
You can see these examples executed by the nazi in Germany, the comunist in USSR or even in any
dictatorial country that existed modern history to some extent.
One can even see this in the political climate of the US were basically only 2 partys seem to dominant
the government.
Al thought you should not take my word because I'm not from the US and don't have first hand
experience with it's political climate or care to much about it.
SirFrancisDrake2020 • 1 point • 20 August, 2021 03:34 PM

Iberians and Italians are definitely white. Also Persians and Armenians are white.
yomo86 • 2 points • 27 July, 2021 02:26 PM

Bingo. I read an article about the atrocities the soviets did after the fall of Berlin namely raping the shit
out of the city. When women were asked afterwards how they felt to be raped by the victors one just said
'nothing new, we just spread 'em legs for somebody else'.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 2 points • 24 July, 2021 08:48 PM

There is no winning this game, you have to stop playing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=\_MolWhOGhRc
[deleted] • 5 points • 24 July, 2021 09:00 PM

You can sit on the sidelines and watch everyone else play, or you can get good at the game.
That game is called life.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 2 points • 24 July, 2021 09:22 PM

I believe the game you are referencing is called: DOOM.
[deleted] • 1 point • 24 July, 2021 09:27 PM

Heard it was a good game.
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RedPill115 • 1 point • 9 August, 2021 05:10 AM

What...was the video?
Youtube says "Video Unavailable". :-/
Whisper[S] • 22 points • 25 July, 2021 01:52 AM

This question is interesting, but not necessary.
It doesn't matter to the purposes of Upside Down Clown World (UDCW) just why young white males are the
most libertarian demographic on the planet. It suffices to be aware that they are. The leaders and driving
forces of UDCW may not be super deep thinkers, but they can certainly read poll data. That alone suffices to
tell them what is in their best interests.
If I, personally, had to hazard an educated guess as to why young white males are the most libertarian, I
would say that they are the demographic which benefits the state the most, but benefits least from the state.
Therefore it is in their best interests to disempower the state, and in the state's best interest to disempower
them.
JamesSkepp • 3 points • 25 July, 2021 08:03 AM

It doesn't matter to the purposes of Upside Down Clown World (UDCW) just why young white
males are the most libertarian demographic on the planet. It suffices to be aware that they are.
That does makes sense if you assume it's all being pushed top down primarily and the seemingly bottom
up movements are either numerically inignificant or are in fact sponsored acive actors.
Whisper[S] • 5 points • 26 July, 2021 02:57 AM

There is always a small percentage of loud and useful idiots.
adam-l • 20 points • 25 July, 2021 04:40 AM

It's not.
The simple answer is that we now have the conditions that allow capitalism a full-on attack against the
middle class, and the middle class is predominantly white. That's why that attack has taken an anti-white
flavor.
What are these conditions?
1. The Soviet Union has collapsed, no external pressure, so Western capitalism feels free to expand towards the inside this time.
2. The Left has been crushed, no internal opposition. What is called "Left" in the US is actually called
Right in Europe and elsewhere in the world. What remained of the Left has been successfully turned
from class-oriented to gender-oriented.
3. Labor has moved towards the service sector, and can now be done by women, who only have gender
conscience, preventing them from developing class consciousness. So they (women) are seen as a
golden opportunity to replace the middle class as the system's cushion against the plebs, more cheaply
for the system, and supporting more reliably the trashy consumerism.
The middle class is now experiencing what the lower classes did in the previous decades. Being middle class,
i.e. lacking class consciousness, it's unable to see the class dimension, and only sees the woke cover.
JamesSkepp • 5 points • 25 July, 2021 08:16 AM
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The simple answer is that we now have the conditions that allow capitalism a full-on attack against
the middle class, and the middle class is predominantly white.
And the women are excluded from any harm as usual, in which case the "straight white male" is the main
demographic left.
preventing them from developing class consciousness. So they (women) are seen as a golden
opportunity to replace the middle class as the system's cushion against the plebs
Women only pursue "class consiciounsess" near the Wall, which manifests in marrying up and seeking
status, but doesn't undo the harm of "voting Demcorats" in their 20s. Also worth noting that if that's
what's happeing the cusion you mentioned is made out of post Wall women retaining middle (or higher)
class status by attaching themselves to the men who have that status already. Amazing progress for the
independence and empowerment.
Protocol_Apollo • 10 points • 24 July, 2021 08:27 PM

The real reason is this. Straight white males, especially single ones, are hard to rule.
why?
The answer to your question is a curious one but you would be committing a racism, a sexism, a transphobia
and a homophobia all at the same time!
JamesSkepp • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 08:53 PM

I agree your answer is highly probable as main reason, or at least very important.
However, this is not the answer I'm looking for either. The more I think about this general issue Whisper
wrote about, the more come to the conclusion that I'm missing something here, or perhaps I keep seeing
the answer but can't really name it or place it exactly as to gain understanding not just knowledge.
[deleted] • 4 points • 24 July, 2021 11:31 PM*

I believe the answer to your question is an aggregate of the answers to the smaller questions: right
place, right time, etc. Its almost like asking why did life come into existence? We know the how, but
we're not exactly sure of the why beyond a primitive basic level.
We do know that humans as a species struggled since the beginning to simply survive. For the first
time in history, we as a species have all but secured our existence and virtually ended the struggle for
survival.
In the absence of the overbearing, hard and unforgiving nature of simple survival, we're left with a
new problem. Finding meaning in life.
Many of the problems we face today is the probably a large part due to people having no real
meaning in surviving, and need a reason: an enemy, a cause, a mission, to keep pushing forward.
We're basically left in a sand box with all the tools and the knowledge needed to build whatever we
want, now the question is: what do we build? Out of 7 billion people, there was bound to be more
than a few very rich and very powerful people that decided they need more stuff just because they
have nothing better to do, literally. I mean, when you can wipe your ass with a few hundred dollar
bills on a golden toilet seat, the question then goes from "why" to "why not?"
Why is this happening? Well, why not?
BlondeHornyElf • 3 points • 28 July, 2021 03:50 PM
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in state of nature, men gain power/freedom through economic independence and sovereignty, but women
gain power through the protection and favor of men.
and when women do have the opportunity to gain independence and sovereignty, they still go on to look for
men more powerful than themselves to give themselves to.
it is rare that powerful women choose to care for and look after men just for their companionship. women's
instinct is always to weed out weak men and become popular with more powerful men.
TheRedPillKing • 2 points • 25 July, 2021 01:17 PM

My theory is non white races were mostly used as workers or slaves long back by whites. This probably has
left an evolutionary imprint on them to be more obedient or anything of that sort.
kmderssg • 16 points • 4 August, 2021 08:37 AM

You know why I can't take this TRP shit seriously anymore?
It's because it's filled with uneducated replies like this - which clearly indicate that the average
demographic here is less educated than a typical high-school dropout.
This comment alone shows the commenter's lack of knowledge in kindergarten-level history and
elementary knowledge in how evolution works.
This sub used to be a dating strategy sub. Now it feels more like another white nationalist recruiting club
for dumb young teens that have no real life prospects.
Disgusting.
Novel-Scar-7262 • 12 points • 7 August, 2021 07:20 PM

The biggest reason why men couldn't shut down feminism even when it is an anti-male group is
because of just one reason - Men NEVER EVER unite.
In this thread itself, you can see two opinions.
1, White men are beta
2, Black men are beta
Perhaps on an Arab community, it'd be like "White men and black men are pussies"
If we've to move forward, we need to unite - Brown, Black, White, Yellow, Bi, Gay, Straight,
Christian, Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, Atheist, Sikh, First world, second world, Third world and fourth
world.
Divided we fall.
Detail_Mission • 1 point • 13 August, 2021 12:34 AM

1.) Due to multiculturalism we can and we will never unite. Multiculturalism was the pushed by
zionists and they were successfull and it's the country's greatest weakness.
2.) Zionist Je ws make the currency and make the rules. They control the corrupt courts as well.
Even if we could magically unite our efforts would be in vain and futile.
This country was at it's best pre rights for women and pre central bank. Women have voted for the
genocide of the white men and for their sexual liberation which has destroyed the family.
There is no turning this mess back. The entire country would need to collapse and start over
again.
Novel-Scar-7262 • 1 point • 24 August, 2021 01:41 PM
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I do not think it is due to multiculturalism. If it were due to multiculturalism, women would
have been divided by now into a million pieces.
If anything, multiculturalism just united them even more and this goes beyond countries and
cultures. Men are still thinking countries, states and even provinces.
The reason is men believe they can win the gang war without a gang because they are
stronger, wealthier and more intelligent.
The Lions need to understand that, despite being so strong, it will never be able to stand
against so many Hyenas at once for a long time and even if it can, it's far better to attack them
with your gang members because that'd be much easier.
Detail_Mission • 1 point • 13 August, 2021 01:39 AM

Red pill is about speaking truth. If you can't handle the truth then get out of the kitchen.
kmderssg • 6 points • 13 August, 2021 06:02 AM

Anybody with a middle school education would that know that even a tiny evolutionary change
takes tens of thousands of years at the minimum.
Suggesting that a couple hundred years of slavery "left an evolutionary imprint" is about the most
uneducated thing I've read in months.
Not to mention that such premise falls apart by the fact that the places white people held in
slavery were extremely limited, when looking at it from a global scope. Which, again, would be
apparent to anyone who passed their middle school history class.
If you think that's the "truth", and people aren't saying out loud because "they can't handle it",
then I sincerely worry what other "truths" you believe in that can be easily refuted with the most
basic level of education.
Go back to school.
Polyzoop • 3 points • 15 August, 2021 03:18 AM

You're wrong. Substantial evolutionary changes can occur in extremely short spans of time in
evolutionary terms. It just depends on what kinds of selection pressures are at play. A widely
accepted theory for why Jews have such high average IQs is that they were so discriminated
against over the past 2,000 years that only the smart ones could thrive in the white collar
positions they were forced to take.
His theory is trash, but you aren't any more educated.
kmderssg • 2 points • 15 August, 2021 05:06 AM

A widely accepted theory for why Jews have such high average IQs is that they were
so discriminated against over the past 2,000 years that only the smart ones could thrive
in the white collar positions they were forced to take.
The paper, "Natural history of Ashkenazi intelligence", from which the hypothesis
originates, is a non-peer reviewed paper that's been highly disputed since its initial
publishing in 2005. The hypothesis is not "widely accepted" at all. Unless you're talking
about a different paper - in which case, I'd love to see a source.
Substantial evolutionary changes can occur in extremely short spans of time in
evolutionary terms.
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Well, TIL. Could you provide me some readings so that I could correct myself? Can't
seem to find much with my googling skills.
Polyzoop • 3 points • 15 August, 2021 03:09 PM*

Perhaps "widely considered as a possible explanation for Jewish IQ" would be a better
way of putting it. But there is a more obvious example that should drive the point
home: https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org/article/how-moth-went-dark-side
If the generational turnover and selection pressure are high enough big changes can
occur within months or years. While it does take a long time for new traits to emerge,
especially so if they are complex, changes in genetic frequency can happen in very
short spans of time. If you imagine a population that has great genetic diversity very
suddenly slamming up against a filter, you can see very clearly how the average
individual could change greatly in a short amount of time.
kmderssg • 1 point • 16 August, 2021 05:25 PM

The moth changing their dominant colors in just a few decades in correspondence
to its environment is fascinating.
Makes me wonder what kind of effect "jumping genes" have between human
generations. Although my estimate would be that any noticeable change for
humans would still take comparatively much more time (thousands of years), as
moths lay hundreds of eggs at a time, and have a generation turnover period of
about a month - compared to that of humans, which typically have one or two
offsprings, and 20~30 year of turnover period.
Thank you for the great read.

lala_xyyz • 3 points • 14 August, 2021 09:50 AM

My theory is non white races were mostly used as workers or slaves long back by whites.
no they didn't, whites diverged genetically 45-50k years ago from Africans, and Asians about 35k years
ago. there was almost no interaction between races across continents until few centuries ago because
human mobility was very low. blacks also are extremely divergent internally and not a single "race"
SirFrancisDrake2020 • 0 points • 20 August, 2021 03:41 PM

There was plenty of mixture in some areas, as in parts of North Africa there were white people living
near to black people. The Ancient Egyptians for example conquered the Nubians. In Central Asia
there were also white and East Asian people living in some of the same areas.
lala_xyyz • 1 point • 20 August, 2021 04:46 PM

Aborigines, European Whites and Asians underwent completely separate evolutions for 30-50k,
depending on the date of their initial migration. Later migrations and intermixing in the historical
period obscured the picture a bit, but the evolution was almost 100% isolated. There was also a lot
of splits and admixings within the continental race, but there was next to none contacts between
continental races. In the border areas of course there would be "transitional" races, those didn't
impact the overall gene flow.
SirFrancisDrake2020 • 1 point • 21 August, 2021 11:35 PM
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Yes that's true, until the bronze age there was very little mixing going on, and even after that
there was no direct contact in many regions for a long time. Of course the Aborigines were cut
off from all other groups for at least 40k years.
Anal_bandaid • 1 point • 1 August, 2021 01:50 AM

There was a book called Might is Right that might have touched on the subject, a friend was saying.
Blackshateasian • 50 points • 25 July, 2021 02:11 AM*

If you need proof that not playing the rigged game IS wining than just tell some NPC neighbor or colleague
some of the below and watch their head explode:
Don't watch professional sports anymore. It's boring.
I'm over covid. Didnt care before and care even less now.
I have no social media.
I eat vegetables. And meat. And like it
My kids are required to get As. And do chores. And play sports. And screentime is severely limited
RedPill115 • 8 points • 8 August, 2021 08:20 PM

My kids are required to get As.
Congrats. Next step they already started is the teacher giving your kids bad grades because they won't admit
their original sin. Or simply because they're the wrong skin color.
Do your kids get punished by you for bad grades or do they prostate about their parents are fundamentally
bad people because you're the wrong race?
sabanMiles11 • 50 points • 25 July, 2021 05:29 AM

I view communism as a sexual strategy. How can women fuck alpha genes (top 5 percenters) but still have the
resources to raise the alphas children? Enslave 80-95 percent of the male population to pay for it. That is the
ultimate goal.
I’m not black, but I’ve lived in black areas before. They vote liberal, but they are the least “woke” demographic
I’ve come across by far, especially in urban areas. White men in urban areas are pretty fucking beta. Especially
the northeast and west coast. Philly and NYC definitely have outliers, but the tech hubs generally produce
wokeness
This is really strong men and traditional women (small, but they do exist) vs weak men and women.
Weak men are essentially so weak that the only way they can ever even smell a pussy is by essentially becoming
a feminist. Jordan Peterson and joe Rogan have talked about this before. These are men that have run out of
options and are essentially white knighting in order to get laid. Sadly, that’s a very large proportion of men
today. Couple that with women wanting alpha seed, you get what we see today.
That’s why many countries in Western Europe make paternity tests illegal. They know that alphas are spreading
the seed and the betas are living a lie, but they don’t want to “ruin families.” If these men woke up and realized
they were raising another dudes kid, there would be large scale revolts.
Capitalism makes sense as a sexual strategy for men simply because you are responsible for your actions and
reap what you sow. If you fuck a woman and have her children, you have to pay. But it comes with the reward of
you actually having your own kids.
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sepan5 • 2 points • 25 July, 2021 12:44 PM

So those Western European countries you are talking about are not capitalists?
sabanMiles11 • 18 points • 25 July, 2021 04:31 PM

I don’t get your point? If I wanted to live in an anarcho capitalist society, I wouldn’t just get my way
because I wanted it. The fact that we are seeing large scale changes towards “socialism” is because of
this reason. It takes time. But it’s not a coincidence that rampant feminism pushes towards communism.
I’ve already read insane articles from feminists where they literally want government tribunals selecting
10-12 year old boys and categorizing them into 3 categories. A. Will reproduce B. Won’t reproduce C.
Maybe.
sepan5 • 1 point • 25 July, 2021 05:58 PM

I also see capitalist countries and big corporations embracing feminism.
sabanMiles11 • 5 points • 25 July, 2021 05:59 PM

You have it reversed. And I agree with you. I don’t understand your point here
PS2Errol • 5 points • 27 July, 2021 06:33 PM

Western countries haven't had anything resembling capitalism for decades now. It would be interesting to
introduce capitalism to the West though.
sepan5 • 1 point • 28 July, 2021 01:16 PM

Well this sounds to me like when commies say that the ussr wasn’t real communism or sth
GayLubeOil • 46 points • 25 July, 2021 04:19 AM

They hate you because there is a lot of money in liquidating structures and profiting off inefficiency. Straight
white males create structures and efficiency. It's that simple.
KarmaKill23[ ] • 20 points • 25 July, 2021 01:59 PM

Pretty much. Just add that “profiting off inefficiency” encompasses young women being the biggest spending
demographic.
RStonePT • 35 points • 25 July, 2021 12:33 AM

The fact that people took this essay as a launching point to bitch and moan about every evil empire imaginable
(feminists, amirite?) and not as a chance to swap notes about what possible winning scenarios would be tells me
most guys haven't caught onto the fucking point.
Great, 'they' are out to get you, or whatever. So what you gonna do about it? Bitching was the MRA playbook,
and it's been working horribly for the last 50 years.
Some easy solutions
1. Expatriation
2. Turn your personal entrepenurial endeavor into a full time one
3. Reduce your debt profile (though with inflation the way it is, you could probably just inflate it into
nothingness, but I don't prefer to play teh recession game, so you go you)
4. Women are still women. Get in a position where girls with potential want you, and then start with
boundary enforcement. Hypergamous women like their hypergamous best option. if it's you, they become
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happy with boundaries (making you happy)
5. Position yourself financially for the most options.
I mean, uncle vas has been talking about it for years, yet still, people in here using the same old complaints. The
roadmap is here, just gotta start using it. I am and each year gets better
ItsDantesWorld • 2 points • 25 July, 2021 02:20 AM

Would you elaborate on inflation into nothingness?
RStonePT • 11 points • 25 July, 2021 02:34 AM

If you take on debt to buy an assert (house, business etc) the value of the dollar decreases as a
consequence of inflation (1.00 woth .98 with 2% inflation e.g.)
The idea is then you take on X amount of debt, which because of inflation is worth less in real terms. One
of the prime reasons that real estate is a good investment is because it's a hedge against inflation.
It's not that easy, but thats the econ 101 way to look at it. And if you are taking on debt buying revenue
generating assets, it's both good in that the asset pays it's own interest/capital expenses, but also keeps
your money to losing value from inflation
ItsDantesWorld • 1 point • 27 July, 2021 05:48 PM

Well, let's say I have 1$ in the bank.
Because of inflation, that 1$ is actually .95 cents
Applied to debt; if I am 100$ in debt, and I'm paying 1 dollar a month, doesn't that mean I'm actually
paying .95 cents a month, meaning my debt is actually growing because of inflation, despite the
number on my statements remaining the same?
__fulpp__ • 4 points • 28 July, 2021 01:12 PM

Say you buy a house for 100k and you somehow don't have to pay anything for the first year. In a
year it's worth say 110k due to inflation, but your principal debt is still 100k. You now own an
asset worth 110k, and you only owe the bank 100k.
While inflation is higher than the interest rate of your loan, you gain. Reason being the dollar
amount of your debt is fixed, while what you can get with that money can decrease (inflation) or
increase (deflation). Interest rates are how financial institutions deal with this, but if you can get a
fixed rate loan at a low % interest you're playing the inflation card. I'm young, so I don't know of
any deflationary periods in recent memory.
Currency can fluctuate, but value is more robust. A dollar amount is less a measure of actual
value, more a rough measure of the macro-economic situation at a given time.
RStonePT • 2 points • 28 July, 2021 09:22 AM

Other way around, the 100 in debt is worth 95 with inflation.
This is of course assuming you can earn with inflation proof assets, because if yuou're just
working a job, you'll be earning 95 cents on teh dollar also
FrenCan16 • 2 points • 28 July, 2021 01:57 PM

If you have long duration debt, inflation shrinks that debt over the years. If inflation is running at
10% per annum, in year two your income should go up 10% roughly (I know BIG assumption,
I'm also using round numbers), but the debt stays nominally the same amount you borrowed, only
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accruing interest. In an inflationary environment, debt becomes easier to service over time.
Vancopime • 2 points • 25 July, 2021 01:46 AM

This… that article is literally like a far girl complaining and justifying why no worthwhile guys like her. Stfu
and do something about it. From an Asian male, yes I find the fact that the article geared toward white male a
bit self serving. Everyone can bitch and moan, not everyone will do something about it.
RStonePT • 6 points • 25 July, 2021 02:35 AM

I disagree. If I had to classify it, it's a call to action.
Of course it is going to reflect the readers sensibilities more than the writers.
Here's an example of what I'm talking about
Is Baldwin's character a jerk or a savior? The genius of the story is that half of you will have
completely misunderstood it, and you like mint chutney and food stamps. The secret is at the
beginning, at 0:15, where it is revealed that Alec Baldwin doesn't feel any of this, the whole speech is
a work. If you were in that room, some of you would understand this as a work, but feed off the
energy of the message anyway, welcome the coach's cursing at you, "this guy is awesome!"; while
some of you would take it personally, this guy is a jerk, you have no right to talk to me like that, or-the standard maneuver when narcissism is confronted with a greater power-- quietly seethe and
fantasize about finding information that will out him as a hypocrite. So satisfying.
Expert-Affect6200 • 1 point • 4 August, 2021 06:57 AM

If it was a call to action there would have been more effort put into the call into action part.
Stop making rationalizations to defend the black pilled BS that's been invading this sub. Better to
address it directly.
RStonePT • 2 points • 4 August, 2021 11:11 AM

Whisper was literally the first guy in here don't he daft
Expert-Affect6200 • 0 points • 4 August, 2021 06:20 PM

Doesn’t matter really if he’s spewing black pilled BS
RStonePT • 1 point • 6 August, 2021 08:04 PM

you're mad because he didn't spoon feed you.
Detail_Mission • 1 point • 13 August, 2021 12:40 AM

black pill shows statistical data, studies to demonstrate that looks is the most important
factor to get with women in this generation. This is factual. The red pill is a few men
taking advantage of beta males and weak men by charging them to learn game and style
and making them believe this will help them. Game and style will do absolutely nothing
for men who are below a 4 or below 5'5". Even if you max out game and style after 5
years your rejection rate will be 100% online 99.999% in the real world. The red pill is
does a great job exposing female nature but omits the most important aspect.

sabanMiles11 • 1 point • 4 August, 2021 09:36 PM

Useful comment here. So many guys bitch about the US. If you arent winning here, leave the fucking
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country. Seriously. South America/Eastern Europe/Parts of Asia all have lower Cost of living, better women,
and better quality of life if you have some money stored up. Learning conversational spanish takes 6 months
to a year if you put in the effort. The slavic languages are more difficult. Regardless, its worth it in many
cases, and having both in your arsenal opens up the world to you
guywhoisambitious • 5 points • 30 July, 2021 08:15 PM

I see a lot of similarities between this subreddit and nonewnormal. Both red pill, but in different “domains”.
_Ulan_ • 12 points • 27 July, 2021 09:30 PM

To me this mostly sounds like a long rant - I wouldn't find the author attractive in any way after listening to this,
maybe this essay will be better suited In MGTOW or with the incels ?
Get a grip, grind, get women, have fun, don't think too much about civilizations and humanity.
goodnessekele • 4 points • 25 July, 2021 03:22 PM

I need where to download the newer version of rational male by Rollo tomassi.thanks
Vlasow • 5 points • 30 July, 2021 05:27 AM

You don't have to subscribe to Netflix, Hulu, Disney Plus, or Steam.
Yo, steam has crusader kings 3
Angry_runt • 8 points • 26 July, 2021 12:51 AM

I won't join your white nationalist militia.
max_peenor • 17 points • 26 July, 2021 06:04 PM

What makes you think it is WHITE nationalism?
Eighth__Man • 5 points • 27 July, 2021 09:17 PM

Yeah I'm good with just nationalism
max_peenor • 11 points • 29 July, 2021 03:22 AM

Answer my question: what makes you think it is WHITE nationalism?
I'm not big into hyperbolic statements without some meat behind it.
Angry_runt • 5 points • 29 July, 2021 06:17 AM

It's just an educated guess. Kinda like when a kid tells the teacher the dog ate his homework, you don't
need forensic evidence. And I answered the first time (you can see it when you check my message
history).
max_peenor • 5 points • 29 July, 2021 11:14 PM

Well, if you had the forensic evidence here, you'd see how you are objectively and visibly wrong.
I answered the first time
Oh and "Automod action: Comment too short. "
Angry_runt • 1 point • 30 July, 2021 06:09 AM
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Well, if you had the forensic evidence here, you'd see how you are objectively and visibly
wrong.
Have you even read the OP? It's like a recruitment pamphlet for a white nationalist militia. Which
I don't want to join.
max_peenor • 8 points • 30 July, 2021 04:46 PM

He isn't white.
Angry_runt • 1 point • 31 July, 2021 07:00 AM

Well his rhetoric fits white nationalism to a t, so it's a white nationalist militia fronted by a
quarter Puerto Rican or something like that (he hides his face and sounds polo shirt and
boat shoes white).
max_peenor • 10 points • 31 July, 2021 03:47 PM

Nope. Not a quarter of anything. The race baiting bullshit like this around here is as
retarded as it is disgusting.
Angry_runt • 2 points • 1 August, 2021 05:37 AM

Nope. Not a quarter of anything.
Yeah, I have no reason to believe you, not that it would change what he wrote.
The race baiting bullshit like this around here is as retarded as it is disgusting.
You're absoutely right. This for example:
Straight white males, especially single ones, are hard to rule.
American blacks are one of the easiest demographics to rule.
I will not join your white nationalist militia.
max_peenor • 9 points • 2 August, 2021 02:44 AM

I have no reason to believe you,
You don't have to. He has a post history.
change what he wrote.
No. It wouldn't. Not to you. YOU made it about race because you are a racist.
And there is no going past that, adolf.
Redpiller77 • 5 points • 30 July, 2021 03:33 PM

No one is telling you to do it. Your comment is worthless.

EkMard • 2 points • 24 July, 2021 09:01 PM

Well done, Whisper!
FamilyLegacyWealth • 2 points • 28 July, 2021 10:52 AM

Bro cmon let's have the next part asap
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Novel-Scar-7262 • 2 points • 7 August, 2021 06:58 PM

I disagree with the white males part because women rule them the most. I don't really see any women
disrespecting Taliban guys as much as I see women disrespecting a white American solider.
thegreyone3000 • 6 points • 24 July, 2021 08:45 PM

Seems like I’ve had the right idea all along. Just don’t play the game

♂️

ItsDantesWorld • 28 points • 24 July, 2021 09:33 PM

You can't just "not play the game," the game will be brought to you and you will be forced to play.
thegreyone3000 • 4 points • 25 July, 2021 07:21 AM

I think what I said was taken a bit too literal. Of course you can’t not play “the game” but what I mean
was simply not take part in half the shit in it, for example. Netflix isn’t essential to your survival, and
neither is keeping up to date with the latest iPhone, Apple Watch and other dog shit that company crates
each year just to please it’s share holders.. being the “most valued” company in the world isn’t a breeze
after all is it. Imagine a company being worth over $2T for making smart phones, like yeah, such value
there…..
That should clear that up
Gackt • 2 points • 5 August, 2021 03:11 PM

A lot is forced upon us, I know. but
1. No one is forced to marry.
2. System still provides ways to not be a wagecuck.
3. If said ways net you less than a certain a month of income, you can move abroad and enjoy the
foreignmaxx and cheaper cost of living + higher status because you will be a top 1% out there with
just $40k a year or so. etc
PS2Errol • 1 point • 27 July, 2021 06:35 PM

Not really. I don't own a mobile phone, for instance.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 2 points • 24 July, 2021 08:16 PM*

Trigger Warning: Unpopular opinion ahead.
The author of that article will eventually be in jail and if you take his advice you will be right there with him.
Americans, your guns will not save you. The only thing standing between you and them is time.
There is no fighting back, if you are reading this you are the resistance and it is your job to get to safety and
preserve the last bits of civilization to share with your new host civilization... You will be tasked with rebuilding whatever bits you take with you and taking short jaunts into the matrix to pull out others. There is no
mass rejection or battle or any of that coming. If you resist, you will GO TO JAIL and then you will be
forgotten. Americans have deluded themselves into believing that they have some semblance of freedom. They
[the people in control] can identify you, put you on a list and banish you from society the moment you become
'problematic'.
There is NO rescue coming, there is no fighting back [notice trump didn't bother to save his followers], the only
thing you can do at this point is gather up as many resources as you can and get the fuck out of the country. Look
around at the number of 'China towns' that popped up over the last 50 years. These are the smart people, the ones
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who knew what was going down in China. Now its our turn to go abroad and create America towns. Society is
cyclical and we are in the point just before the big drop off. Yes you have to move, no that will not be stable
forever, yes either you or someone in your lineage will eventually have to move again.
There will be no resistance because social justice isn't new. Everyone in this country has latent feminism in them
and when you go to leave, your network of 'resistance' buddies will interfere and their brainwashing will kick in.
You can see it here
"I'm not leaving the West"
"I don't want to speak some 'assholes' language"
Laziness and cowardice will manifest and try and drag you down to their point.
As if the West is some shining jewel of democracy and freedom, it isn't. At this point the Chinese have more
freedom then us, that should tell you where we are and how much time you have left. And no, you can't hide in
the West among 'trades and tradcons', they will turn on you the moment their women tell them to or they will
drag you down into their pit of loneliness, they aren't red pill, they are just ignorant. Eventually the same people
who rule over the corporate sector will make their way into the trades and you will be at their mercy. They will
take your land from under you, shut off your water and electricity and stop you from getting food, you will either
go to jail or die, this is not victory. No man is an island and you will die of loneliness one day or go crazy. Make
no mistake, they are coming for you and you will eventually find yourself in a little jail cell with some blue
badged broad going "tsk tsk tsk".
Don't get angry, don't get violent, just get out.
thegreyone3000 • 13 points • 24 July, 2021 08:53 PM

You don’t seriously think trump was on the people’s side? I’ll say it again “same coin, different side” - let
the sink in.
I do agree with a lot of what you said though. Time is short and there’s probably no escape. But I also
heavily agree with the post. If we collectively did nothing, then they’re fucked. They’re essentially like some
big fat fucking glutton, always hungry, always feeding. The moment you prevent the glutton from its feed? It
dies.
BlackendLight • 7 points • 24 July, 2021 08:58 PM

chinese citizens are doing that actually, it's the lying flat movement, very effective against totalitarian
governments maybe more so than armed rebellion but might work well in conjunction with it
don't blame them at all
the fertility crisis in the west is sort of a precursor to this movement (lots of chinese don't want kids
either)
StarWarsJunkie1 • 8 points • 24 July, 2021 09:14 PM

My entire time in China, I never had a single problem being a man. In the time I've spent in my own
country, I've been in trouble with the law at least 5 times for living by the same rules. Here you are
not allowed to be a man and you are not allowed to be vocal in any shape or form. I once had the
police called on me for wearing a trump hat in a cafe.
I would much rather live under China's 'totalitarianism', at least there I can be a white man with an
opinion. And before you say anything, no they are not communist and if I like it so much there why
don't I go back? I'm in the process.
This is an unpopular opinion among tradcons who have never left the USA.
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BlackendLight • 6 points • 24 July, 2021 10:03 PM

I'm shocked they let you do that. How does the social credit system work
StarWarsJunkie1 • 8 points • 24 July, 2021 10:50 PM*

That credit system is there for a VERY good reason.
So lemme explain something, in China there are 1.7 billion people. Of those 1.7 billion are at
least a couple million that have zillions of dollars and when they break the law, they just pay
off whomever is there with a couple 100k. This new system is run by AI, you can't just pay
them off and walk away. Here's a few examples of rich Chinese paying their way out of jail:
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-38945061 [this man belongs to a rich chinese
family from Wuhan]
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/06/15/world/asia/hong-kong-murder-taiwan-extradition.html
this one almost took us into a nuclear war, his parents are extremely wealthy
https://www.dailymotion.com/video/xlu9ov
This needs to never happen again in society but when you have money and others don't you
don't care do you. [All these scumbags who walked by should be roasted in a gulag].
https://www.theurbancountry.com/2012/12/beijing-woman-dies-because-ambulance.html
Rich people who stand infront of ambulances because its cheaper to pay off the family in
death than make payments throughout life.
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2012/08/chinas-wealthy-and-influential-sometimes-hire-b
ody-doubles-to-serve-their-prison-sentences.html
Hire body doubles to go to jail for you.
The social credit system keeps things fair and honest even for the rich but you're not going to
hear that in propaganda. If you listen to the US media go off, you'd think that China is a prison
state but the reality is that the only communism that exists is the one you see on TV. China is
a hyper capitalist country. No one wants to hear this though. If you want to verify, go ask
someone from the mainland, not CNN/FoxNews or the Falun Gong. I made more money
working in China than I've ever made in any other country, including here at home. There are
more than a few channels run by that falun gong cult here at home, like that rat fuck serpentaz
on youtube.
China just did this
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/chinas-wechat-deletes-university-lgbt-accounts-2021-07
-07/
and now we need to fight a war against them right? Ask yourself, who are you really shilling
for. I lived in Urumqi btw, its ok to call them terrorists here at home but when you do it
abroad its not ok anymore? Right. Lets go fight a war for the same people who want us dead.
StarWarsJunkie1 • 1 point • 25 July, 2021 03:21 PM

Ahh well my apologies james, I thought the mods removed these. See, not a very good
spy. In my defense flying squirrel is distracting me! :)
xethreborn • 5 points • 27 July, 2021 10:51 AM

You seem alright but your incessant China fanboying has got to stop. Sure, in a few
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aspects of the culture wars, they have the upper hand (vastly overemphasized in your
head) but selling people on China is not the move.
Btw cool. You put up a somewhat respectable defense of a totally dystopian and scary
idea that we definitely should not want spread around the world! The fact that your
main defense of it being "needed" is because China is so fucked up, and that not even a
cause for concern or pause for you is kinda hilarious and ironic. Sure, the solution to
fixing a dystopia is make it more dystopian, got it!
It's kinda scary that you appear to genuinely believe it's a good thing. I've read all
you've written and I don't even think you're some Chinese state actor, just some pitiful
and lost, soon to be expat, bitter at the USA. The only reason to hate a far superior
country is if trumpism is so far down your throat that you can't see reality anymore,
and took the loss like a butthurt child. I'm not even a leftie, a moderate, in fact for a
brief time I was quite impressed with what trump did for the economy.
Anyway, let's see your defense of rampant censorship, the great firewall, the
oppression and destruction of the uighur bloodlines, and tianamen square next. This
should be fun!
Why couldn't you be a fanboy for some Eastern European or South American country?
China, really? Christ, even Trump knew that China is shit.
I feel like you having a Chinese wife is the main reason for this sad behavior, which is
even more sad lol..
StarWarsJunkie1 • 4 points • 27 July, 2021 02:08 PM*

Nono guys, I've decided, its better you stay in that country, we'll build a wall
around you instead.
My wife brought up a good point that I'd forgotten
"Why do you care what Americans and loser men, think?"
I had to do some soul searching and realized, I don't remember what I came here
for anyway. Who are you to tell me what I can and can't say, compelled speech is a
very left wing trait. The Uighurs belong to the same wonderful religion that
emptied two jetliner's into the WTC but I guess you guys weren't around for that
whole terrorism thing. I hope you all realize that muslims think you are trash and
they are actively doing their best to re-instate Sharia. You are going to go fight a
war for a people that see you as Demonic. You are going to fight a war for
homosexuals and LGBT acceptance and you are going to fight a war for women
who think you are the bottom of the barrel. I have to say, with the brief
conversations that I've had with both right and left wing, Americans ARE stupid,
you can literally be brainwashed into doing anything by the media. Is there even a
fraction that has lived in China that can speak from an educated position? No, you
just spout off about things the media tells you to hate. You are no better than the
big red boogie man you are all so afraid of.
The fact that you are even using the word 'oppression' tells me exactly who the red
pill subreddit is crewed by. Please Americans, don't do us colonials any favors,
stay where you are, lift weights, get swole, pump and dump your women, buy your
guns, vote for feminism and celebrate LGBT acceptance until your country winks
out of existence.
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I think I came here mostly to understand why one of my foreverAlone friends
resists all the stuff that we do to set him up with girls while simultaneously
spouting off coach red pill talking points that he has no experience with.
This is just another feminist breeding ground.
No one has answered my question yet, what is this forum for if not to meet up with
others. This is just a safe space for recovering foreverAlonies. Man you all deserve
each other, and I'm starting to wonder how many are actually homosexuals. Seems
like there are alot of you internet philosophers who refuse to do anything tangible
about their situations. My friends and I actively tried to better ourselves, you guys
are just a group of 0's trying to keep each other down. This is a cult.
If you want to know the merits of China and the pros and cons beyond what I've
said, go live there, otherwise, you know what, just stay where you are and pray
things get better because you'll need a miracle..
Hey, I just had a great idea. If you are concerned with Uighur oppression, why
doesn't America just take them all and give them homes/food/shelter and
affordable healthcare. It'll be win/win for everyone. You'll have a flood of new
people, mostly men that you can house and educate for life and you'll stop the
'oppression'. So how many people can I sign you up for?
xethreborn • 2 points • 27 July, 2021 06:10 PM

Your wife bringing up a "good" point likely only happened because you were
whining that? lol
Every man who doesn't blindly follow your loyalties to China is a "loser"? K
bud, that's some A grade level rationalization lol..
Don't get me started on Islam, by far the most toxic religion, but does that mean
an enlightened and civilized western man has to believe the atrocities being
committed by China is justifiable?
Its telling that you don't even attempt to address the censorship, humans rights
violations, and Tianamen square.

empatheticapathetic • 1 point • 25 August, 2021 12:27 AM

You’re a white man in China. Not a Chinese man. You’re playing with different rules.
EkMard • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 09:22 PM

Do elaborate on what this "lying flat movement" is and what Chinese citizens are doing.
BlackendLight • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 11:17 PM

https://www.brookings.edu/techstream/the-lying-flat-movement-standing-in-the-way-of-chinas-in
novation-drive/
StarWarsJunkie1 • 1 point • 24 July, 2021 11:41 PM

Its rich children choosing not to work. Not a complete loss.
PsyMonk- • 2 points • 21 August, 2021 06:41 PM
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at this point, I can't for the life of me see anyone having kids.
It seems like all races are having falling birth rates, but the absolute worst ones are obviously whites
and north asians. Indians and blacks are the only ones keeping steady. Latino(a)s and south asians
have high mortality rates offsetting their birth rate. Arabs are also falling. Native north americans are
pretty much in exctinction.
Sad world we live in.
BlackendLight • 2 points • 21 August, 2021 08:12 PM

ya, I'm wondering what's the cause of it
cost of living has something to do with it but don't poor people have more kids?
might just be ennui of being too well off
RedGunnera • 3 points • 24 July, 2021 11:59 PM

The only thing I don’t understand is why people don’t want to protect themselves from COVID. Wearing a mask
protects the wearer as well. Getting the vaccine might have long term effects, but will they be as bad as the
proven long term effects of COVID like infertility and damage to internal organs? Probably not. Unless your risk
of getting COVID is acceptably low as your country has few cases, why would you decline to be vaccinated?
sepan5 • 17 points • 25 July, 2021 01:04 PM

I don’t mind wearing a mask in the supermarket even tho here in uk it’s not mandatory anymore. But I am
young and healthy so I don’t need the jab and I don’t trust its long term effects, the clinical trials are meant to
be done in two years time and the vaxxes have only been approved as an emergency measure.
I say if ure an old person, yeah, get jabbed, coz the odds are in your favour, but if ure young and healthy, I
don’t see the point of being vaxxed
And from a political perspective, I see that the more we comply with fundamental rights crushing policies,
even if we think they are just temporary, the deeper we are getting into a dictatorship, and the harder it’ll be
to overcome it and go “back to normal”
In life we need to find a balance between freedom and safety, but when we are forced in a position to choose
one of them, I’ll pick freedom every single time
sabanMiles11 • 19 points • 25 July, 2021 05:34 AM*

Because the data literally indicates that if you are under 60, the seasonal glue has a greater risk of serious
illness and death. This opens Pandora’s box for future lockdowns, health passports, centralized cancellation
of people that the government doesn’t like, etc
There is quite literally no long term data on lack of infertility from COVID of internal organ damage. You
are making shit up. Please stop.
I can make the same exact argument that mRNA vaccines cause infertility because we literally have no
fucking data long term on either
RedGunnera • 7 points • 25 July, 2021 08:17 AM*

There is evidence that COVID damages internal organs. See here
less than a fifth (18%) of individuals had been hospitalised with covid-19. The most commonly
reported ongoing symptoms—regardless of hospitalisation status—were fatigue (98%), muscle ache
(88%), shortness of breath (87%), and headache (83%). There was evidence of mild organ
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impairment in the heart (32% of patients), lungs (33%), kidneys (12%), liver (10%), pancreas (17%),
and spleen (6%).
This was a sample size of 200 people are they were not old people - the mean age was 44. Most of them
weren’t even hospitalised, where there’s smoke there’s fire.
Gackt • 2 points • 5 August, 2021 03:12 PM

Only fat fucks and old people get sick from covid.
Are you a fat fuck? Then keep wearing your cuckmask, else why the fuck are you worrying about?
[deleted] 25 July, 2021 12:18 AM

[permanently deleted]
Bojack101 • 2 points • 10 August, 2021 01:11 PM

They hate you because you are ugly not for any other reason
Detail_Mission • 2 points • 13 August, 2021 12:20 AM

The easy and obvious answer is Zionist J ew s. This has been their plan all along. They have started all the world
wars, they were the winners and they wroter our fake history to brainwash our children.
These Zionists have been working with the same playbook for thousands of years and have been kicked out of
countries over 100 times. They're the realy racists, the real supremacists. If you read the Talmud you know they
believe they're the chosen ones and believe that they will be the rulers of the world when the anti christ comes to
earth and the gentiles (all non Jews) will be their slaves.
It's all public information and I've saved all this information that demonstrates that these zionists own the
Mainstream media, social media, many major political positions, Hollywood, mainstream music industry, Ivy
League schools, education curriculum, porn industry, banks, centrlal banks, IMF and the most powerfull political
lobby's in the US (34 in total).
What is the results of their rule over the US over the last 150+ years?
1.) Degredation of morality: Getting rid of God and christian beliefs by pushing fake science, pushing drugs, sex,
alcohol, and all forms of degeneracy in movies, TV, and music. Women have become sexualized as nearly all
have become whores naturally just by going to public high schools or colleges. The average woman has more
than 10 sexual partners in America before they hit 30 years of age. This means she cannot pair bond ever. Her
life has been destroyed. With porn easily accessible this has turned our men in to weak little boys as they're
draining their seed on the daily and now too afraid to approach women.
2.) Created a paper fiat ponzi scheme backed by nothing: This scheme inflates paper to it's natural intrinsic value
which is zero as all paper currency becomes worthless over time. This has made us all debt slaves, wage slaves
and is time theft. The more they inflate or print the currency the more we have to work for less. We used to be
able to buy a home with one person's salary within 1-2 years. Now it takes the husband and wife 10 years to
equate to an average home in the US. This is time theft and time is the most precious resource.
3.) The family has been destroyed: Due to marriage being a government contracts and those contracts heavily
favoring women in nearly 90% of the cases this means women destroy the lives of men and end up with up to
50% of their resources and receive up to 50% or more of their income from child support and alimony. White
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men are over 70% of and majority of the time the cause is either a divorce or some kind of a breakup which
steals their children and resources. Women for the most part chase after the top 10 % of men for their prime
years then when they are way over the hill in their thirties they look to lock down a beta male provder then
divorce him and he either kills himself or struggles for a long time after being divorce raped. Men's response has
been to stop getting married. Most Women in America offer very little of value to men outside of sex or looking
good (not without makeup or fake crap on. Women are not feminine, they're not virgins, they're not good at
doing house wife things like cooking cleaning or taking care of children. They do not posess natural beauty as
most are fake with their clown masks, plastic surgeries, etc. They're not loyal as women cheat more than men in
their 20's. They're not believers of God and have little to no morals because most had no father figure growing
up. Again this isn't all women but a vast majority of American women (80% or more).
4.) Turned this land into a multicultural cesspool. Before the Immigration Act of 1965 this country was over
90% white and now it's nearly under 60% white and on pace to turn whites into a minority into their own
country. This is by design and bragged about by the zionists (who demand DNA tests for citizenship in Israel).
Allowing this invasion to happen has slowly led to the destruction of this nation. The statues have already been
demolished. These people from different nations have lower IQ's and are easily manipulated. When you have
many different cultures and races it's easier to divide and conquer.
5.) Created the hegelian dialecti: Since they not only hold major political positions but the most powerfull
lobby's as well as the currency supply they control our rules regulations, congressmen, president, etc. The right
and left are two sides of the same coin. These low IQ people are nothing more than actors that don't care about
you just the money they receive from their special interests and do as their puppet masters tell them to do.
Voting does nothing and will never change anything as our fake rulers are selected for us by the puppet masters.
The media makes it appear as there are two sides but it's all owned and controlled by the same people that
control our fake rulers.
6.) Brainwashing indoctrination camps and lowering the IQ of the Nation: Schools are designed like prison and
like wage slave jobs. They're built to do nothing more than to make us low educated wage slaves, to follow
authority, to memorize their fake historical references and other worthless garbage that doesn't help one become
successfull in life. Our Nation has become dumber every single generation and now these poor kids wouldn't
know how to surivive without a cell phone, and electricity. They have no common sense, no life skills, no
business skills nothing.
Feel free to lookup who owns the mainstream media, social media, banks, central banks, Hollywood, music
industry, porn industry, etc. These clowns fooled all of us into believing that the white man were the evil ones in
history meanwhile they were the real racists destroying all non gentiles by funding all of us to fight world wars
and sacrafice ourselves for Israel to destroy palestine. They're playing chess and we're playing checkers. If you
point this out you will be called anti semetic, censored or cancelled. Most people don't want to believe this
because the brainwashing they received is so strong that even if I give all the evidence right in front of them they
will refuse to believe it. It's easier to brainwash a person than it is to tell someone they've been brainwashed.
The redpill is nice but it doesn't touch on the heart on many of the major world issues of today and Zionism is at
the center of these major issues.
Ufortunately there's nothing we can do. Like I said before, myself or even a thousand people can go on social
media send articles or books to the mainstream media, the newspapers, start our own podcasts, blogs or even
websites but the zionists will have us shut down, censored, deleted, call us antisemites and all kinds of names
just for pointing out facts and things their own people have pointed out before. Nothing I've said is new as this
has been pointed out by zionists before as they like to brag about their power. Combine this with the fact that
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their brainwashing methods are so strong that very few would believe these facts to begin with.
The funny thing is this post will most likely be deleted even though this is in the red pill community thus it will
prove my point to be true.
I wish no harm to anyone. I want nothing more than to express my right of freedom of speech and I would never
restrict anyone of this same right.
If you delete this post you prove this post to be correct.
If you call me anti-semetic, racist, etc then you make my point valid.
I only wish to show you facts, the truth and ask for you to have an open mind.
Zionism is why a small thing like the red pill community exists but the redpill doesn't touch on the real reasons
for all the major issues of today. Having this knowledge is a significant advantage in life. You no longer are
asking why things are becoming more immoral, more upsidedown, or why women are becoming bigger slutz or
why mean are becoming weaker or why the population is becoming dumber or why the white man is slowly
becoming a minority in his own country. Everything we built throughout the history of this nation will be fore
nothing because it's all crashing down now and once the white man is a minority in the US that will be the
official end of this once great nation.
Good luck to everyone here. I hope this helps you on your journey's to finding the truth.
Detail_Mission • 2 points • 13 August, 2021 01:30 AM

The answer is they don't hate you. They just don't love you and a vast majority never will love you. They
love the lifestyle and children you can potentially give them but they do not love you. They mixture of
chemicals and hormones after the first few months of sex wears out eventually. After that, if they're still
around you that means they enjoy the lifestyle you provide them (money, fame, status, benefits, etc).
Here's a test if you want to see if a woman loves you for you.
1.) No sex (sex is only a temporary pleasure and overtime the level of good hormones for a woman wears
down to nothing so sex is meaningless unless for children. Therefore you only provide the sex when she
follows everything else and you believe she is the one who can provide the children for you.
2.) Don't buy her anything or give her compliments or live a lavish lifestyle. If she wants to be miss
independent boss lady then let her pay. Don't buy her anything actually ask her to invest in you.
3.) Punish her bad behavior and reward her good behavior.
4.) Set up boundries:
a.) No social media
b.) at home/remote job
c.) You have full access to her phone at any time
d.) No going out to the clubs, girls night, vacation, etc.
e.) She must cook, clean, (raise the kids if this happens in the future).
5.) You're allowed to get your sexual fulfillment from other woman. If she truly loves you she will accept
you fing other garden tools. This is because if you're high enough value she will understand you have
unlimited options and you're the best she can or will ever do. She also understands that if you were to
constantly pound her daily that those good feelings after and during sex will eventually fade and she will lose
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interest in you and look elsewhere which is why you must connect on a deeper level. However, many high
value men will seek to spread that seed and if they woman truly loves you she will accept this.

If she ends up respecting all these boundries and sticking with you through all of this then she does truly love
you. Folks, a woman like this a almost extinct but they do exist.
advance-ban-evader • 1 point • 20 August, 2021 01:07 PM

You're allowed to get your sexual fulfillment from other woman.
I chose to live by God's law in this regard and consider this sinful.
Expert-Affect6200 • -1 points • 4 August, 2021 06:54 AM*

Agreed but you people make up problems in your own head because you read too much bullshit on the internet
instead of going outside and actually building some shit for yourself.
Most people don't give much of a shit if you're a straight white male building yourself up. Your fantasies about
all the "hate" you get are just as fucktarded as the people demanding reparations for slavery.
If you see this BS as a problem preventing you from becoming what you want to be, that's a big rationalization
itself.
manoruf123 • 1 point • 4 August, 2021 02:02 PM

Damn, this was tough to read. Like a paranoid schizophrenics manifesto.
Chezmatic • 1 point • 25 July, 2021 04:10 PM

@u/whisperer by experimental gene therapies do you mean the Pfizer and Moderna Coronavirus vaccines?
EkMard • 3 points • 26 July, 2021 09:34 PM

Wrong username, but I'd say yes
Romeo628 • 1 point • 12 August, 2021 01:58 PM

This whole forum so pathetic and sad. Wow.
PS2Errol • 3 points • 21 August, 2021 11:52 AM

Don't let the door hit you on the way out.
Aquila476 • 1 point • 18 August, 2021 02:32 PM*

They do not hate you. Humans are preoccupied with any of their very well-known anthropological needs. All of
which were specified in Abraham Maslow's humanistic version of the hierarchy of needs. If they have a job they
have professional job priorities, on par with the level of proficiency in a market economy's chain of production
or other public services. They work according to the chosen / designated / opportunistic roles ordered by Society
in the complex division of labor. If any of you or your peers still have problems figuring out what is your place
in history, it's highly recommended you play a strategy video game , like Age of Empires or the Civilization
franchise.
Technical-Objective9 comment score below threshold • -6 points • 4 August, 2021 01:52 AM

Wow this is the most racist and misogynistic group on reddit lol
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PS2Errol • 2 points • 21 August, 2021 11:52 AM

Don't let the door hit you on the way out.
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